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SPaG

• Spelling the days of the week.

• Today, log on to Phonics Play and practise spelling the days of 
the week in Phase 5 – Days of the Week:

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5/days-of-the-
week

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5/days-of-the-week


Plan for Week –
Australian Animals!

Task 1 – read ‘When the forest meets the sea’

Task 2 – Using senses to describe the rainforest
Task 3 – Write rainforest description
Task 4 – make Daintree Rainforest poster
Task 5 – finish poster



Writing about the rainforest

Today we are going to write a description of what it 
might be like in the Daintree Rainforest!

Use your work from yesterday to help you.

Take the phrases that you wrote and form them in to super 
sentences!

What do we need to include in our writing to make it interesting to 
read?



Success Criteria

• I can full stops and capital letter.

• I can use adjectives to make noun phrases.

• I can use conjunctions:

and      because      so      but       that       which    

• I can use powerful verbs – soaring       pouring       

• I can use adverbs - quietly      gracefully       quickly      loudly

• I can use positional words - above      below    in the distance



I can write descriptive phrases

I can use adjectives, powerful verbs and adverbs.

See hear touch/feel smell

emerald green leaves                    kookaburras laughing                 soft, squelchy mud         fresh air all around me

loudly  under my feet

damp earth

tall, towering trees                         raindrops dripping and              warm rain

swaying gently                               splashing

colourful birds soaring                  insects buzzing 

a beautiful waterfall                      

cascading quickly



Example:

As I walked through the Daintree rainforest…

All around me I could see emerald green leaves hanging from 
the tall trees that swayed gently above me. In the sky there were 
colourful birds soaring and squawking. In the distance I could see 
a beautiful waterfall cascading quickly down some rocks. 

I could hear the sound of raindrops dripping and splashing while 
a kookaburra laughed noisily. The sound of insects whirring and 
buzzing came from everywhere. There was soft, squelchy mud 
beneath my feet because of the warm, rain that kept falling. All I 
could smell was the fresh air mixed with the smell of damp earth.

What an amazing place the rainforest is!


